Catarata Del Toro - Costa Rica’s Ultimate Secret®
A tourist project of unsurpassed beauty and charm, right in
the heart of Costa Rica, a special project indeed. If the
unspoiled Costa Rican scenery is the reason you've come to
Costa Rica, it's time to come and visit this gem of a place.
We offer you the very best. A tour so incredibly beautiful and
inexpensive is an absolute must. Come and visit us!
Catarata Del Toro is one of the most beautiful spots in Costa
Rica, making it an almost mandatory visit that easily fits into
anyone's itinerary. 2 to 3 hours is enough to see the property,
strategically located in the center of Costa Rica. We charge a
very low admission fee and provide a 100% satisfaction
guarantee.

If you think you've seen it all but you
haven't been to Catarata Del Toro,
you really haven't seen anything!
Catarata Del Toro is:
A private reserve / Located in the heart of Costa Rica / In a pristine
valley / In Bajos del Toro Amarillo, which belongs to Sarchí /
Surrounded by two national parks: Juan Castro Blanco and Poás /
Hiking trail down to the foot of Costa Rica's largest and most beautiful
waterfall, towering 90 meters high / Old volcanic crater / Unspoiled
scenery / Rappel / Hummingbirds / Butterflies / Tropical birds /
Tropical biological garden / Gorgeous tropical flowers, including
orchids / Monkeys and other wildlife / Photogenic spot / Tranquility /
Eating area / Restrooms / Panoramic views / Free parking with 100%
security / Easy to reach / Spanish, English, and Dutch spoken / 6 days
a week / Satisfaction guaranteed / Admission fee USD 14 / Value for
money / Access roads through Río Cuatro, Zarcero or Sarchí //

Opening hours: Monday through Saturday
7:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.; Sundays closed.
Catarata Del Toro Adventures S.A. / N 10°15´262" W 84°16´283’ / Cédula Jurídica: 3-101-413255
6 km Norte de Bajos Del Toro Amarillo, Sarchí, Alajuela, Costa Rica.
Teléfonos: +506 2476-0800 / +506 8399-7476
info@catarata-del-toro.com - www.catarata-del-toro.com - http://360.cr/cataratatoro
Facebook: Catarata Del Toro Adventures / Waze & Google Maps: Catarata Del Toro

